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Wonderware ArchestrA Graphics Scripting Practices 

There are some changes in ArchestrA script behavior that I have observed over the years the System 

Platform (Application Server) has upgraded that change how scripts, that ran fine in previous releases, 

may not in more recent versions like System Platform 2017. Some are explainable, and simply good 

practices, and others not so easily explained. I have been programing in Wonderware systems for about 

20 years and have written entire forms-based applications, custom and MES, so therefore learned some 

of the nuances of best ways to build scripts in ArchestrA Graphics Application Server Objects and 

databases. I share this because it can be frustrating. 

Background 

Some architectural background on what impacts some of these behaviors. Many of us will develop 

solution on a single server/PC and the install differently on site. Be aware that this is a major contributor 

to behavioral changes, but not always. For the sake of this discussion we will present a more distributed 

environment that is more common today with more data driven solutions. 

In a more distributed environment you would likely have at minimum 3 – 4 systems, a GR/IDE Server, a 

Historian Server, an AOS (App. Object Server) and a TS (Terminal Server / PC). We will discuss the AOS 

and TS Server in this example: 

• AOS is where you would run objects on their respective engines 

• TS is where you would run a Managed InTouch hosting graphics on its engine 

Note: So, even if the ArchestrA Graphic is owned by an object (it can reference object attributes as 

me.Attribute), it is really running off engine and platform. Herein lies the design consideration. 

Assuming you needed to reference InTouch Tags or Object Attributes to execute scripts in your graphic 

you will need to consider both these scenarios below. 

 

Scenario 1 – ArchestrA Graphic Script Initialization 

 

If you run a script immediately after this on show, it is possible that these Custom Properties will not 

update fast enough and there have been many a time when the SMC logger as indicated the database 

connection was not valid (or did not connect etc.) this is because the property “DBConnect_Str” did not 
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have time to wire-up (receive the connection string information) from the object. This can even happen 

when assigned in the custom properties.  

 

While connecting to InTouch is a little more reliable I have seen this have problems too. 

My recommended approach, to be more reliable, is to add an additional discrete custom property, 

something like “InitDone_di” set to a default of false and use it in the “On-Show” script as follows: 

 

 

Then initialize any other Properties or InTouch tags from this script thus ensuring the properties have 

had enough time to “wire-up” 
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Thereafter, if any scripts have any dependencies on either the InTouch Tag or the Connection String 

property begin the script with the condition ( if InitDone_di then ) … as below. This ensures the script will 

not run until ready. 
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Scenario 2 – Using Object Attributes in an ArchestrA Graphic Script  

This scenario has become more evident with upgrades and is when we’re upgrading a solution that had 

the following script where attributes were being set to attributes and there was a child MES UCO object 

that referenced the “MyContainer.Item” which essentially wired up to the scripts “Me.Item” referenced 

below. 

This script used to work as expected, but after the upgrade started workorders with the previous Item 

reference instead of the current Item reference.  

 

Note: The attribute “me.ItemLast” updates, but often not immediately, so beware if using immediately 

after assignment. 

The MES UCO Item was acquired and referenced using MyContainer.Item as below. You may ask why 

this was done this way and not written to the me.UCO.Item in the script as was done by the workorder, 

the answer is, the design changed as new functionality changes were made to the application by multiple 

developers, but it did work before. 
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Ultimately, I decided that the following approach would guarantee the correct Item was set before 

triggering the Start of the Job. We removed the actual MES UCO Job Start Command trigger from the 

script and used a custom property “TrigStartJob_di” to represent the trigger. 

 

This then looped (while true) until the condition was ready to trigger the Start Job. 

 

In reviewing the SMC logged messages, the loop, set for once a second, ran anywhere from 1 – 7 times 

before ready to trigger the Start Job which was a lot slower than expected. 

Anyway, this could possibly improve if there are more hardware, CPU and memory resources added to 

the server, but there are practical implications as well. 

Conclusion 

Wonderware has made some significant improvements to the system performance and scripts in this 

version seem to run a lot faster, however, the attribute to attribute “wire-up” process does not seem to 

have changed so the scripts tend to read the previous values and run to execution before they should 

(or before expected). I have also seen this type of latency when loading an attribute to a stored 

procedure parameter in a script.  
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I therefore, recommend that ALL used Attributes in scripts be assigned to local variables and then use 

these in the script; this tends to ensure the values are read before the script completes. Likewise, write 

variables back to object attributes. 

 

Example: Writing the object attribute to a variable to use. 

 

NOTE: Based on System Platform 2017 Update 2 and MES 2017 


